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a b s t r a c t

This study assessed 9 kinematic characteristics of infants’ reach and grasp to test the hypoth-
esis that iron deficiency anemia (IDA) delays upper extremity motor development. Reach
and grasp movements, recorded with a 3D-motion capture system, were compared in 9-
to 10-month-old infants (4 IDA vs. 5 iron-sufficient [IS]). Based on normative motor devel-
opment data available for 6 characteristics, the results indicated poorer upper extremity
control in IDA infants: 2 characteristics showed statistically significant group differences
despite small n, and the other 4 had strong indications for such results (effect sizes [Cohen’s
d] > 1.2). The remaining 3 measures, for which normative studies do not show developmen-
tal changes in this age period, showed significant or moderate-to-large effect differences.
Poorer upper-extremity control in IDA infants in the short-term in this study and in the
long-term despite iron therapy in other studies suggests that a motor intervention may be
warranted when IDA is detected in infancy.

© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (WHO, 2001), “iron deficiency, and specifically iron deficiency anemia,
remains one of the most severe and important nutritional deficiencies in the world today” (p. xii). In developing coun-
tries, 23–33% of children under 4 years are anemic due to iron deficiency (ID); (Stoltzfus, 2001). Both of these publications
consider impaired cognitive development as one of the negative effects of early IDA but do not mention delayed motor
development. Yet there is considerable evidence that IDA adversely affects motor development. Nine of 12 previous studies
that assessed infant motor development reported lower motor scores in infants with iron deficiency anemia (IDA), compared
to non-anemic infants (Lozoff & Georgieff, 2006). Moreover, two recent longitudinal studies showed that iron deficiency in
infancy appears to have long-term effects on motor development (Gunnarsson, Thorsdottir, Palsson, & Gretarsson, 2007;
Shafir, Angulo-Barroso, Calatroni, Jimenez, & Lozoff, 2006). In addition, among randomized controlled trials that looked at
iron supplementation (in contrast to iron treatment for infants with IDA/ID), 7 of 9 that assessed motor function reported
motor benefits of iron supplementation (Lozoff & Georgieff, 2006).

These studies used global motor developmental tests or parental report of developmental milestones. For young infants,
such measures generally emphasize whole body postures and movements such as independent standing and walking. Neither
approach is very sensitive in uncovering differences in motor control of the upper extremity. Yet good manual control is an
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important consideration. It has been necessary for many manual vocations across cultures and history, including today’s
work environment with its emphasis on computers and other manually controlled machines. Furthermore, children’s level
of fine-motor control may affect their social interaction, especially since video games, which can require high levels of fine-
motor control, are often replacing gross-motor physical activities as the preferred mode of children’s play. Thus, a more
accurate assessment of the effects of IDA on upper extremity motor development is warranted.

In this initial in-depth exploration of the effects of IDA in infancy on upper extremity motor development, we used an
optoelectric three-dimensional (3D) motion capture system (Optotrak). These sensitive systems are the current gold standard
for upper extremity research. We used Optotrak to study reach and grasp, an upper-extremity skill that develops over the
first 2 years of life. The reach and grasp skill, which starts to develop around 4–5 months of age (Berthier & Keen, 2006;
Thelen, Corbetta, & Spencer, 1996), is usually divided into two main components: the reach movement (hand transport) and
the grasp movement (object pick-up). Each component is typified by several kinematic characteristics with magnitudes that
change with development. Accurate measurement of these kinematic variables with systems such as Optotrak can quantify
more precisely the infant’s developmental stage of upper extremity control. Developmental studies using 3D motion capture
systems have typically included 4–12 infants. Such small samples have been adequate to detect significant developmental
changes with these sensitive techniques.

Our overarching hypothesis was that arm and hand motor development would be delayed in IDA infants due to iron’s role
in myelination. ID has been shown to impede brain myelination in animal models (Beard & Connor, 2003; Beard, Wiesinger,
& Connor, 2003; Connor & Menzies, 1996; Ortiz et al., 2004) (see review Lozoff et al., 2006). Impaired myelination could
affect all parts of the brain and thus all aspects of motor development. We predicted that the skill level of IDA infants in the
performance of reach and grasp, as expressed quantitatively in specific kinematic characteristics, would be developmentally
behind that of same-age infants with good iron status. To illustrate this general prediction with a specific example, we
expected that IDA infants would show hand trajectories during the reach movement that were less straight than those of
iron-sufficient (IS) infants, since the reach trajectory becomes substantially straighter during the first 2 years of life (Berthier
& Keen, 2006; Konczak & Dichgans, 1997; Thelen et al., 1996).

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

This initial in-depth exploration of upper extremity control in early ID involved a subset of the infants in a study of the
neurodevelopmental effects of early iron deficiency (Shafir, Angulo-Barroso, Jing, Jacobson, & Lozoff, 2007). This sample of
convenience was similar to the larger sample in background factors and iron status variables by group (data available upon
request). Optotrak recordings of reach and grasp were obtained for 9 infants whose mothers were willing to come to the
lab a second time for this additional motor testing: 4 with iron deficiency anemia (IDA; 3 males, 1 female), and 5 who were
iron-sufficient (IS; 2 males, 3 females). Participants were otherwise healthy, full-term singleton African-American infants,
identified at the 9-month-old health maintenance visit, with birth weight >5th percentile, born to mothers ≥18 years, no
perinatal complications, no maternal diabetes or emergency C-section, not in foster care, and no chronic health problem or
hospitalization more than once or for >5 days. All infants attending a health maintenance visit were approached for screening.
For infants who met inclusion criteria and had mothers who agreed to screening, a venous blood sample was obtained for
determination of iron status. Details of subject enrollment in the larger sample have been published previously (Shafir et al.,
2007). Table 1 describes the background characteristics of IDA and IS infants with Optotrak data. There were no statistically
significant background differences between the iron status groups.

Iron status was determined based on venous blood samples, which were analyzed for hemoglobin (Hb), mean corpuscular
volume (MCV), red cell distribution width (RDW), and zinc protoporphyrin/heme ratio (ZPP/H). Anemia was defined as
Hb < 110 g/L (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1998; Life Sciences Research Office, 1984). ID was suggested by 1 or
more abnormal iron measure among the following: MCV < 74 fl (Centers for Disease Control, 2001), RDW > 14.0% (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 1998), and ZPP/H > 69 �mol/mol heme (corresponding to free erythrocyte protoporphyrin
>80 �g/dl, Looker, Dallman, Carroll, Gunter, & Johnson, 1997). IDA was defined as anemia plus ID. Iron sufficiency was
considered clear absence of anemia (Hb ≥ 115 g/L) and normal MCV, RDW, and ZPP/H. By definition, iron status measures
differed across groups (Table 1), although small n resulted in limited power to reach statistical significance for some measures.

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Wayne State University and the University of Michigan.
Signed informed consent was obtained from the infants’ mothers. Infants were recruited at Children’s Hospital of Michigan
and evaluated in the Child Development Research Laboratory at Wayne State University School of Medicine.

2.2. Task and apparatus

The infant sat on his/her mother’s lap as the experimenter presented a small pellet (1 cm diameter colorful wooden ball)
on top of a 20-cm diameter white flat plate. Infant reaching towards the pellet was recorded over 10–20 trials, depending on
the infant’s attention span, interest in the pellet, and ability to keep on task. To prevent the infant from putting the pellet in
his/her mouth, the pellet was tied to the plate by a 20-cm transparent fishing line. The pellet was presented at arm length
in front of the infant, at the infant’s waist height and 45◦ to the right of his/her torso, so that s/he had to reach with the right
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Table 1
Background characteristics by iron group.

Iron group Iron-deficient anemic (IDA) Iron-sufficient (IS)

N 4 5
Infant

Gender, % male (n) 75 (3) 40 (2)
Birth weight, kg 3.4 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.4
Gestational age, weeks 40.0 ± 0.8 39.4 ± 1.1
Age at testing, months* 9.7 ± 0.4 10.3 ± 0.3
Hemoglobin, g/L* 104.3 ± 3.4 124.6 ± 4.2
Mean corpuscular volume, fl* 71.0 ± 6.1 78.8 ± 2.8
Red cell distribution width, % 14.2 ± 0.9 13.6 ± 0.4
Zinc protoporphyrin/heme ratio, �mol/mol heme 78.8 ± 16.6 64.6 ± 3.4
Transferrin saturation, % 19.4 ± 10.7 25.4 ± 2.1
Ferritin, �g/L 5.9 ± 6.1 21.8 ± 12.1
Lead, �g/dL 1.3 ± 0.5 2.4 ± 0.9
Peabody fine motor standard score 19.8 ± 2.9 22.0 ± 3.3
Peabody gross motor standard score 28.5 ± 3.8 29.8 ± 1.9
Peabody total standard score 48.3 ± 6.5 51.8 ± 4.3
Number of Optotrak trials 5.8 ± 3.4 5.6 ± 1.1
Mother Age at delivery, years 21.7 ± 2.9 21.4 ± 4.0
Education, years 12.5 ± 0.6 12.1 ± 0.2
Medicaid, % (n) 75 (3) 60 (3)

Note: Values are means ± SD or % (n) for categorical variables. N varies slightly due to occasional missing data for some measures.
* p < .05 indicates significant group differences.

hand with a diagonally forward motion. This reach angle was chosen to minimize Optotrak missing data. To ensure reaching
with the right hand, the mother was asked to gently hold the infant’s left hand. For each trial, Optotrak data collection started
immediately prior to pellet presentation and continued for 10 s.

The 3D motion capture system (Optotrak) (Northern Digital Inc.) in this study consisted of one row of three cameras.
Infra-red light emitting diodes (IREDs) were placed on the infant’s right shoulder (acromion process), right elbow (lateral
epicondyle of the humerus), dorsal left side of the right wrist (distal end of the radius), dorsal aspect of the right hand
above the fifth metacarpophalangeal joint, middle segment (phalanx) of the index finger, and distal segment (phalanx) of
the thumb. The diameter of the IREDs on the finger and the thumb was 3 mm and that of the other IREDs 8 mm. IRED signals
were collected at 120 Hz using Optotrak. In addition, the session was videotaped at 30 Hz with a standard video-8 camera.
Initiation of each trial activated a time code generator that lasted for the duration of that trial (i.e., 10 s). This time signal
was embedded into the videotape. This procedure enabled the synchronization of video frames with Optotrak data. Optotrak
examiners, video coders, and the infants’ mothers were blind to the iron status of the infants tested.

2.3. Data reduction and analysis

Videotapes were first examined to identify trials where the infant grasped the pellet. Reaching movements that did not
end with an immediate grasp were not analyzed. For qualifying trials, times of reach onset, maximum aperture (i.e., the
maximum distance between the tip of the thumb and the tip of the index finger), first contact with the pellet, and pellet
pick-up were initially determined based on video coding (visual inspection). Time of reach onset was defined as the point in
time when the infant intentionally (based on the infant’s visual attention) started to move his/her hand towards the pellet.
This time was ascertained by frame-by-frame observation of the videotape, tracing the movement backwards from first
contact (Corbetta & Thelen, 1995).

Optotrak data were analyzed with LabVIEW (National Instruments), using custom designed and commercial algorithms.
Similar to some other infant Optotrak studies, many trials had to be discarded from analysis for a variety of reasons: the
infant was not interested and did not reach for the pellet, the infant started reaching late and the first contact happened
after the end of the 10-s data collection of the specific trial, the infant played with the pellet or plate before grasping the
pellet, or there were too many missing data points in otherwise adequate reaching trials (i.e., IRED signal was out of camera
range because the infant turned arm or hand away from the camera). Thus, only 50 trials in total (5–6 per infant) qualified
for analysis: 23 performed by IDA infants and 27 by IS infants.

Missing data up to 8 consecutive data points were interpolated using 3rd order general polynomial fit. The duration
of 8 data points (0.67 s) was equal to 5% of average reach duration and 11% of the shortest reach duration. Following the
interpolation, data on the positions (X, Y and Z coordinates) of the IREDs were filtered using a low-pass, 2nd order Butterworth
filter with 7 Hz cut-off frequency. Cut-off frequency was determined based on residual analysis (Jackson, 1979). The filtered
3D position data were then used to calculate continuous wrist resultant displacement, wrist resultant velocity, and aperture
size, starting at 1 s before reach onset and ending 1 s after pellet pick-up. When wrist data were not available due to too
many consecutive missing data points, elbow data were used to describe several reach characteristics (3 out of 50 reaching
movements analyzed). This approach was considered reasonable, since elbow and wrist markers were placed on the same
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arm segment and analysis of a partial number of trials from several subjects yielded parallel velocity trajectories for the
elbow and wrist.

Optotrak data were used for measuring 6 kinematic variables related to the reach movement: movement duration, wrist
path length, wrist peak velocity, duration from reach onset to peak velocity, number of movement units (MU), and straightness
of the hand trajectory. Three kinematic variables related to the grasp were also generated: amplitude of peak aperture,
duration from reach onset to peak aperture, and duration from peak aperture to first contact. Kinematic variables (italicized)
are further described below.

After interpolation and filtering of the Optotrak data, reach onset time was re-determined as the time of the wrist (or
elbow) velocity minima (valley) that was closest to the onset time as previously determined based on visual inspection of
the video (Fig. 1; Corbetta & Thelen, 1995). The reach segment was defined as starting at this re-determined reach onset and
ending at first contact. Reach duration was calculated based on this definition. Peaks and valleys of wrist velocity trajectory
during the reach segment were determined, and the highest peak was used to define peak velocity of the reach. The time
interval between reach onset and peak velocity of the reach was calculated. Valley-to-peak and peak-to-valley differences in
wrist velocity trajectory that were greater than 20% of the amplitude of the highest peak velocity were determined and used
to establish the number of MU (Konczak, Borutta, Topka, & Dichgans, 1995; Newman, Atkinson, & Braddick, 2001). 1 MU = 1
acceleration (valley-to-peak velocity) + 1 deceleration (peak-to-valley velocity) (Konczak et al., 1995) (Fig. 1). Minor changes
in wrist velocity trajectory (i.e., less than 20% of maximum peak velocity) were not considered to constitute movement units.
We also determined the straightness of hand trajectory by calculating the ratio between the total length of wrist displacement
during the reach (wrist path length) and the straight line distance from the position of the wrist marker in space at reach
onset and its position at the time of first contact (reach distance). Thus, the lower the value of this ratio and the closer to
one, the straighter and more mature is the reach movement.

The time of maximum aperture was also redefined, based on calculation of peak aperture using Optotrak position data for
the finger and thumb (Fig. 1). Establishing initial maximum aperture based on visual inspection enabled us to retain Optotrak
data in trials for which aperture data was not available along the entire reach duration but was available around the time

Fig. 1. Aperture (upper panel) and wrist velocity (middle and lower panels) data of one representative trial. Upper panel shows aperture data (in mm)
during part of a trial. X-axis represents time (in s). Reach onset time, as determined by visual inspection (video coding), is marked by the first vertical
line. The middle vertical line represents the time of peak aperture as determined by visual inspection, while peak aperture as determined based on the
Optotrak data is marked by a small circle. The last (right) vertical line represents the time of first contact based on visual inspection. Times in which the
aperture line drops to zero are times of missing data for either the thumb or pointer markers. The middle panel shows wrist velocity (in mm/s) and its
peaks (depicted by small squares) and valleys (depicted by small circles) plotted against time (X-axis). Reach onset (left vertical line) was re-determined as
occurring at minimum wrist velocity closest to the reach onset as determined by visual inspection. Peak aperture time (middle vertical line) was adjusted
to represent peak aperture time based on Optotrak data. In the third panel wrist velocity is plotted again with only the peaks and valleys that were used
for movement-units (MU) calculation. The trial shown in this panel has three movement units.
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initially determined as time of maximum aperture based on visual video coding. The time interval (duration) between reach
onset and peak aperture was determined, as well as the time interval between peak aperture and first contact.

2.4. Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.1 (2003). Mixed models, which account for having repeated trials
within a subject, were used to test for significant differences in motor performance in IDA vs. IS groups. On theoretical
grounds, initial analyses controlled for infant age (in days) and gender, with additional control for hand size (calculated as
hand width × hand length) for variables concerned with aperture size. A further reason for including infant age as a covariate
was to control for the somewhat younger age in the IDA group compared to the IS group. Because the absence of statistically
significant group differences in birth or family background characteristics could be due to small n, we also performed all
analyses with and without control for background factors that correlated with a given outcome. Inclusion of covariates
improved the fit of the models and therefore those models are reported here. In light of the small number of subjects, we
also calculated Cohen’s effect size for all dependent variables.1

3. Results

For all variables, results (mean, standard error (SE), F-statistic, p-value and effect size (Cohen’s d)) from analyses performed
with and without adjusting for covariates are reported in Table 2. The following sections pertain to results from analyses
that adjusted for covariates.

3.1. Measures of the reach movement

Reach duration, measured from reach onset to first contact, was shorter for IDA infants (1.22 ± 0.44 s) compared to the
IS infants (1.90 ± 1.01 s). The difference between the groups did not reach statistical significance (F(1, 5) = 3.12, p = 0.14) but
the effect size was very large (d = 1.35). Wrist path length, from reach onset to first contact, was not affected by iron status
(221.4 ± 82.8 mm and 203.3 ± 142.3 mm for IDA and IS, respectively) but had a medium effect size (0.74). Consequently, IDA
infants had significantly higher peak velocity than IS infants. Mean peak velocity for the IDA group was 468.9 ± 233.8 mm/s,
compared to 325.1 ± 283.7 mm/s for IS infants (F(1, 4) = 51.33, p = 0.002). Although IDA infants had higher peak velocity, the
time to reach that peak, i.e., their duration from reach onset to peak velocity (0.31 ± 0.20 s) was not statistically different from
the IS group (0.60 ± 0.69 s) (F(1, 4) = 2.36, p = 0.2) but the effect size was very large (d = 1.17). There was also no significant
difference between the two groups in the number of movement units along the reach (2.38 ± 1.0 for IDA and 1.86 ± 1.21 for IS
F(1, 5) = 2.56, p = 0.17) but again, the effect size was very large (d = 1.22).

There was, however, a significant difference between the straightness of hand trajectory of IDA infants compared to the
IS infants (F(1, 4) = 15.50, p = 0.02). While IS infants had a straightness ratio of 1.56 (±0.42), the IDA infants had straightness
ratio of 1.96 (±0.60), i.e., their hand path was almost twice longer than the straight-line distance between the wrist location
at the beginning and end of the reach movement.

3.2. Measures related to the grasp

There was a significant effect for IDA vs. IS infants for the duration from reach onset to peak aperture (F(1, 3) = 25.21, p = 0.02).
On average, it took IDA infants 0.32 ± 0.23 s after reach onset to get to their maximum aperture, compared to 0.77 ± 0.24 s
for the IS infants. The duration from peak aperture to first contact was also much shorter for IDA infants (0.56 ± 0.74 s); about
half the duration for IS infants (1.1 ± 0.92 s). Although this difference did not reach statistical significance, the effect size was
very large: 1.26. As for the amplitude of peak aperture, IDA infants had almost a 2× larger peak aperture (40 ± 5.2 mm) as

1 The effect size (Cohen’s d) was calculated from the t-statistics that resulted from our analysis based on the following formula (Thalheimer & Cook,
2002):

d = t

√(
n1 + n2

n1n2

)(
n1 + n2

n1 + n2 − 2

)

where n1 = number of subjects in group 1 and n2 = number of subjects in group 2.
We used this formula because the trials were within a subject and inter-correlated. With this formula, the relative size of Cohen’s d is interpreted as follows:

negligible effect (≥−.15 and <.15);
small effect (≥.15 and <.40);
medium effect (≥.40 and <.75);
large effect (≥.75 and <1.10);
very large effect (≥1.10 and <1.45);
huge effect (>1.45).
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Table 2
Results of the mixed models analyses performed with and without adjusting for covariates.

Covariate adjustment Variable IDA IS F p Effect size Modeled covariates

Mean SE Mean SE Significant Non-significant

Unadjusted Duration from peak
aperture to first contact

0.57 0.08 1.09 0.26 (1, 7) = 3.60 0.1 1.45

Adjusted Duration from peak
aperture to first contact

0.56 0.13 1.1 0.24 (1, 5) = 2.74 0.16 1.26 gender, testage

Unadjusted Straight path 1.87 0.1 1.64 0.08 (1, 7) = 3.28 0.11 1.38
Adjusted Straight path 1.96 0.08 1.56 0.04 (1, 4) = 15.50 0.02 3 testage, bweight g gender
Unadjusted Duration from onset of

movement to peak
aperture

0.55 0.05 0.52 0.05 (1, 7) = 0.29 0.61 0.41

Adjusted Duration from onset of
movement to peak
aperture

0.32 0.05 0.77 0.05 (1, 3) = 21.51 0.02 3.53 gender, testage,
handsize9,
iron ses

Unadjusted Peak velocity 471.34 64.83 322.95 37.53 (1, 7) = 3.92 0.09 1.51
Adjusted Peak velocity 468.86 15 325.06 12.31 (1, 4) = 51.33 0.002 5.45 gender, moage t0 testage
Unadjusted Peak aperture 34.25 1.33 32.87 1.36 (1, 7) = 0.53 0.49 0.56
Adjusted Peak aperture 40 2.43 26.8 2.89 (1, 3) = 6.19 0.09 1.89 gender, moage t0 testage, handsize
Unadjusted Number of movement units 2.26 0.29 1.96 0.22 (1, 7) = 0.66 0.44 0.62
Adjusted Number of movement units 2.38 0.17 1.86 0.23 (1, 5) = 2.56 0.17 1.22 gender, testage
Unadjusted Duration from onset of

movement to peak velocity
0.36 0.03 0.56 0.14 (1, 7) = 2.03 0.2 1.09

Adjusted Duration from onset of
movement to peak velocity

0.31 0.08 0.6 0.13 (1, 4) = 2.36 0.2 1.17 gender, testage,
moage t0

Unadjusted Reach duration 1.33 0.15 1.81 0.31 (1, 7) = 1.90 0.21 1.05
Adjusted Reach duration 1.22 0.14 1.9 0.32 (1, 5) = 3.12 0.14 1.35 gender, testage
Unadjusted Path length 237.94 20.3 189.2 13.89 (1, 7) = 3.93 0.09 1.51
Adjusted Path length 221.36 15.21 203.32 7.39 (1, 4) = 0.94 0.39 0.74 testage gender,

moage t0

Note: For each variable, the covariates used in the adjusted analysis and their significance are reported.
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Table 3
Performance of reach and grasp of IDA infants compared to non-anemic infants in light of normal development of reach and grasp around 9–10 months.

Optotrak kinematic variable IDA compared to IS Normal developmental change around 9–10
months

Peak aperture Huge effect size and a trend
towards: ↑ IDA > IS

↓

Reach duration Very large effect size: ↓ IDA < IS ↑
Duration from peak aperture to first contact Very large effect size: ↓ IDA < IS ↑
Peak velocity Statistically significant: ↑

IDA > IS
↓ (3); general developmental ↑ with possible ↓
specifically at 9 months (2)

Number of MU Very large effect size: ↑ IDA > IS ↓ (3); no change (2)
Straightness ratio of hand trajectory Statistically significant: ↑

IDA < IS
↓ (4); no change (1)

Path length Medium effect size: ↑ IDA > IS No change
Duration from reach onset to peak velocity Very large effect size: ↓ IDA < IS No change
Duration from reach onset to peak aperture Statistically significant: ↓

IDA > IS
No normative data

Note: The direction of statistically significant differences is shown for each kinematic variable. Arrows show the direction of the difference to facilitate
comparisons to expected changes during normal development. In the last column arrows show the direction of normal developmental changes expected
around 9–10 months compared to earlier ages. When there is conflicting evidence in the normative longitudinal studies, the number of papers supporting
each result is given in parenthesis.

the IS infants (26.8 ± 5.5 mm), p = 0.09, indicating a trend towards significance, and the effect size was huge (d = 1.89). As
mentioned above, the analysis of peak aperture controlled for hand size.

Overall, there were statistically significant differences for 3 of the 9 kinematic variables measured (peak velocity, straight-
ness of hand trajectory, duration from movement onset to peak aperture), a trend towards significance with a huge effect size
in an additional variable (peak aperture), a large effect size for another four variables (movement duration, duration from peak
aperture to first contact, number of MU, duration from reach onset to peak velocity), and a medium effect size for the remaining
variable (wrist path length). Table 3 summarizes the results, showing the direction of effects between study groups and in
relation to expected changes during normal development as reviewed in Section 4.

4. Discussion

This study assessed various kinematic characteristics of infants’ reach and grasp to test the hypothesis that IDA is associated
with delayed upper extremity motor development. Although the number of subjects and analyzable trials per subject was
small, this limitation is shared by most other infant studies using 3D optoelectric camera. There are only 30 healthy infants
in all previous longitudinal studies combined that used optoelectric camera techniques to follow the development of reach
and grasp (Berthier & Keen, 2006; Konczak et al., 1995; Konczak & Dichgans, 1997; Newman et al., 2001; Thelen et al., 1996),
and the biggest study had only 12 infants. Thus, our sample size of 9 infants is in keeping with the state of the field.

Differences in skill performance between IDA and IS infants will be considered for each variable in relation to available
data on the development expected in healthy infants (Table 3). It should be noted, however, that not all earlier studies report
data specific for the age of infants in our study (9–10 months). Our findings indicated developmental delay based on most,
but not all previous studies. Existing normative data for 3 kinematic variables in IDA infants (peak aperture, reach duration,
and duration from peak aperture to first contact) indicated the differences we observed support the hypothesis that IDA infants
are delayed in upper extremity motor development. For three variables (peak velocity, number of MU, and straightness of hand
trajectory), previous studies generally support our hypothesis, but there are some contradictory findings regarding changes
during healthy development. We could not assess our hypothesis for the remaining three variables (path length, duration from
reach onset to peak velocity, and duration from reach onset to peak aperture), either because healthy infants have not shown
developmental changes with age (for path length and duration from reach onset to peak velocity) or because there were not
enough normative data from previous studies concerning changes during normal motor development in the age range of our
study.

One of the variables that was clearly and significantly affected by iron status was the straightness of hand trajectory.
Adults’ movements are characterized by straight-line hand trajectories, which represent the most efficient way to reach
from one place to another. As infants gain better motor control, their movements become straighter. Although Newman et
al. (2001) did not observe changes in the straightness of hand trajectory from 5 to 15 months, all four other studies that used
3D optoelectric systems to collect accurate kinematic data reported a significant increase in trajectory straightness with
development (Berthier & Keen, 2006; Konczak et al., 1995; Konczak & Dichgans, 1997; Thelen et al., 1996). Thus, our results,
which showed less straight hand trajectory (i.e., higher straightness ratio) in IDA infants compared to IS infants, indicate
delayed development of this motor pattern with IDA in infancy.

We also found that IDA infants had significantly higher wrist peak velocity than IS infants. These results are consistent
with the hypothesized developmental delay, based on three previous studies in normally developing infants, which found
a reduction in wrist peak tangential velocity around the age of 8–9 months (Berthier & Keen, 2006; Newman et al., 2001;
Thelen et al., 1996). Two other previous studies reported a different pattern: Konczak and Dichgans (1997) found an increase
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in peak tangential hand velocity from 5 months to 3 years, and Konczak et al. (1995) found a non-significant increase in peak
velocity from 4 to 15 months. However, a close examination of the data from the latter more age-restricted study showed
a decrease in peak velocity in the transition from 8 to 9 months (Figure 4 of that paper). Thus, an overall increase in peak
velocity over 2.5 years, as was found by Konczak and Dichgans (1997), does not preclude the possibility of a short-term
period of decrease around 9 months.

Our findings further indicated that the duration from reach onset to peak aperture was significantly shorter for IDA compared
to IS infants. All other measured durations (duration from reach onset to peak velocity, duration from peak aperture to first contact,
duration of the entire reach movement) were also shorter for the IDA compared to the IS infants, with a very large effect size.
It is difficult to determine the normal developmental profile of reach durations due to conflicting results in the literature
(Berthier & Keen, 2006; Konczak et al., 1995; Newman et al., 2001). However, thorough examination of previous studies
seems to indicate a modest increase in movement duration shortly before or around 9 months of age. The only study of
normal infants to report duration from reach onset to peak velocity (Berthier & Keen, 2006) did not find a significant age effect,
and this can explain the lack of significant difference for this variable between the IDA and IS groups in our study.

We found a significant difference between the two groups in the duration from reach onset to peak aperture, but we could
not find any normative developmental data concerning changes in this duration around that age. As for the duration from
peak aperture to first contact, none of the longitudinal studies reported this variable. However, von Hofsten and Ronnqvist’s
(1998) observations in a cross-sectional study indicated a developmental increase in this duration between 5 and 13 months,
predominantly between 9 and 13 months. Thus, our findings of a very large effect for shorter duration from peak aperture to
first contact and for shorter duration of the entire reach movement in IDA infants, seem consistent with delayed maturation
of their reaching skill.

Another kinematic variable that showed a huge effects size and a trend towards a significant effect for iron status was
peak aperture. When individuals reach towards an object, in preparation for grasping it, they first open their hand, increasing
the aperture until it reaches a certain peak, and then they start closing the hand as it further approaches the object to be
grasped. The size of peak aperture is dependent on the size of the object to be grasped and the size of the safety margins
the individual uses to ensure that the fingers are opened wide enough to bring them around the object. The more control
individuals have over their movements and the higher their ability to accurately perceive the object size and plan the correct
movement, the smaller the safety margins used. Since young children have less control over their movements than older
children or adults, they use larger safety margins and their peak aperture for grasping the same object size is therefore
larger (Kuhtz-Buschbeck, Stolze, Johnk, Boczek-Funcke, & Illert, 1998). The ability to adjust aperture magnitude to object size
starts to develop at 7–9 months (Fagard, 2000; Von Hofsten & Ronnqvist, 1988). Thus, by about 9 months, better ability to
accurately plan and control reach and grasp movements will result in smaller safety margins and consequently, smaller peak
aperture. IDA infants displayed a trend towards a larger peak aperture, compared to IS infants, suggesting developmental
delay expressed in poorer ability to plan and control reach and grasp movements.

For the number of movement units (MU) although we did not find a significant difference between the two groups, the
mean number of MU for IDA infants was higher than that of the IS infants, with a very large effect size. Adult reaches are
normally characterized by having only a single MU (one acceleration and one deceleration). Therefore, one might expect that
the more “adult-like” the reach, the fewer MU involved. The higher number of MU in the IDA infants could thus be consis-
tent with a developmental delay. Studies with normally developing infants, however, show conflicting evidence regarding
developmental changes in the number of MU. For instance, Newman et al. (2001) and Berthier and Keen (2006) found no
significant change in the number of MU between 5 and 15–20 months, whereas other studies showed a decrease in the
number of movement units during infancy (Konczak et al., 1995; Konczak & Dichgans, 1997; Thelen et al., 1996). Berthier
and Keen (2006) suggested that such conflicting results are explained by subtle differences among the different studies in
MU definition and experimental methodology, such as using different filtering of the data. It is not clear whether we failed to
find a significant difference between the two iron groups because of methodological reasons or because the groups indeed
did not differ enough from one another. However, the fact that the IDA infants had more MU, on average during their reach,
is in line with the idea of delayed motor development.

Lastly, iron deficiency anemia did not have a significant effect on the path length of wrist displacement. Only two other
studies reported path length in the normal development of reach and grasp (Berthier & Keen, 2006; Thelen et al., 1996).
Neither found a significant change with age. Since age does not appear to affect path length around 9–10 months, our failure
to observe a significant difference between the two iron groups does not contradict the possibility of developmental delay
in IDA.

Overall, our results indicate that sensitive measures focused specifically on the reach and grasp skill, instead of overall fine
motor development, detect IDA effects on several upper extremity motor control characteristics. The mechanism by which
ID might slow the development of the reach and grasp skill might be related to delayed maturation of the corticospinal tract.
The corticospinal tract, which connects motor and sensory cortex with the spinal cord and constitutes the main path for
motor commands to travel from the brain to the limbs, has been shown to have a major role in the control of reach and grasp
(Lemon, Johansson, & Westling, 1995). The development and maturation of the corticospinal tract, which begins prenatally
and continues until adulthood (Fietzek et al., 2000), is affected both by myelination and use, i.e., motor activity performed
during infancy and childhood (Martin, 2005). Myelination of the corticospinal tract usually starts in the second trimester
or beginning of the third and is not completed until the age of 2–3 years (ten Donkelaar et al., 2004). Iron deficiency has
been shown to impair myelination in several animal studies (Beard et al., 2003; Connor & Menzies, 1996; Ortiz et al., 2004).
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Possible effects of ID on brain myelination have also been found in humans (Algarin, Peirano, Garrido, Pizarro, & Lozoff, 2003;
Burden et al., 2007; Roncagliolo, Garrido, Walter, Peirano, & Lozoff, 1998). Thus, impaired myelination of the corticospinal
tract due to ID could contribute to the observed developmental delays in the performance of reach and grasp in IDA infants.

We would also like to note that the observed differences in motor performance should not be interpreted as a non-specific
effect of fatigue, which is common in anemia. First, the Optotrak testing was performed on a separate day, and the infants
did not go through any other testing that day. Thus, they did not have a reason to be fatigued. Second, the infants performed
only 10–20 movements of reaching to a toy. This amount of movement cannot be considered as a fatiguing task for an infant.
Lastly, if the IDA infants were fatigued, we would have expected them to move slower than the IS infants. The IDA group,
however, had significantly higher peak velocity compared to the IS. Thus, we believe that the observed differences are truly
due to developmental delay.

The infants whose reach and grasp Optotrak measurements are reported here were a subset of a sample whose motor
performance was assessed by several other motor tests (Shafir et al., 2007). Analysis of the fine-motor component (which
relates to upper extremity motor control) of the Peabody Developmental Motor Scale test (PDMS-2) (Folio & Fewell, 2000)
for this larger sample did not yield a significant IDA effect on fine-motor development, a result consistent with most pre-
vious studies (reviewed in Lozoff & Georgieff, 2006). This observation raises two questions: (1) why are effects of IDA on
upper extremity motor development not detected with motor-behavioral tests such as the Peabody? (2) what is the clinical
significance of IDA effects that are detected by special equipment or targeted complex tests but not noticed behaviorally in a
simple reach? A possible answer to the first question relates to the natural variability in motor development during infancy.
The age range for achieving each upper extremity developmental milestone is quite wide. Therefore, in order to detect a
statistically significant developmental delay, the effects have to be pronounced, the sample size large, or the measures very
sensitive. We think that the sensitivity of Optotrak measures is a likely explanation for the discrepancy with behavioral test
results.

In relation to the second question, two longitudinal studies that examined the effects of IDA and ID without anemia in
infancy on motor development over time found poorer fine-motor performance at 5–6 years of age based on direct testing
(Shafir et al., 2006) or maternal report (Gunnarsson et al., 2007). It is possible that, in infancy, when upper extremity skills are
just starting to be refined, IDA effects on upper extremity motor development are not yet pronounced enough to be detected
by an overall test of motor development like the Peabody. The recent findings that IDA/ID in infancy is associated with poorer
fine-motor development later on suggest that subtle effects on upper extremity motor performance during infancy may
become more apparent with time, despite iron therapy. The observation by Gunnarsson et al. that ID in infancy even without
anemia seemed to affect fine-motor development years later needs to be confirmed in future studies. Nonetheless, findings
of long-term effects of IDA/ID on fine-motor control despite iron therapy suggest that a motor intervention may be warranted
as soon as ID is detected in infancy, even if no upper extremity motor deficits are perceived at the time. Enhanced practice
of upper extremity motor skills might help prevent the long-term effects of iron deficiency in infancy, since motor activity
itself can improve corticospinal tract maturation (Martin, 2005) and the reach and grasp skill continues to develop until late
childhood (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 1998).

In sum, using a sensitive assessment of reach and grasp movements at 9–10 months, this study found poorer upper
extremity motor function in IDA compared to IS infants on several variables tested. The observed deficits in upper extremity
control, although undetected by common behavioral measures during infancy, may increase over time and become more
obvious at later ages (Shafir et al., 2006).
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